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City's report dismisses value of Alameda firefighters
By Domenick Weaver Contra Costa Times
Posted:Thu May 28 13:32:41 MDT 2009 InsideBayArea.com

THE ICMA CONSULTING REPORT on fire and emergency services in Alameda is out and posted on the
city Web site. For $75,000, it is my opinion that the city could have obtained a much better analysis from a
consultant who is experienced with the Bay Area and California as a whole. The report paints a radical
and unsubstantiated view of the fire department without ever really getting at the heart of Alameda's
response needs.

Let's all not forget the impetus for this report. The firefighters have copies of the e-mails that went back
and forth between city staff and the ICMA consultant in December of last year where our city staffer
writes: "Our firefighters union has decided to put a minimum staffing voter initiative on the ballot probably
for next Nov"...".... Of course, it will make your study that much more important."

Now the study has been used to make cuts, and your city staff refused to give the firefighters'
representatives a copy of it or any drafts until the day it was released to the media. Even after Ann Marie
Gallant admits that "The fire cuts were based on a consultant's report on the fire department that is due
out next week."

The report was not received by our representatives until after the announcement of layoffs and three
meetings into impact negotiations over the layoffs. How is that negotiating fairly?

I asked the ICMA representative how many other cities have used their same services for fire and police
studies in the Bay Area? His answer was none. I asked about Northern California? His answer was none.
I asked about the whole State of California? His answer was one, a study on fire truck needs for a small
jurisdiction near Palm Desert several years ago — and the jurisdiction eventually joined Riverside County.

With the cuts that Gallant and Chief Kapler are implementing, and further reduction in the level of
emergency service, it is becoming more critical that this community become interested and involved with
what is going on. Services have been reduced and will continue to be reduced dramatically without your
involvement. Call, write and e-mail the council. Go to the council meeting and tell them enough is enough.

Your firefighters are trying to educate you on what is happening and where the risks lie. Your firefighters
are the ones who have experience with the emergency response patterns and dangers of Alameda, not
outsiders with no level of loyalty to this community. Chief Kapler and Ann Marie Gallant have been here
about a year and a half and a year respectively.

Your firefighters are trying to give you the opportunity to decide on your level of service through our ballot
initiative. Remember, we suggest nothing more than what has been provided to you since Alameda took
over the Naval Air Station in 1997. Your fire department is currently staffed at a level less than that in
1985, and going on a lot more calls. As more resources are closed, response times will decay. At this
point, all you can hope for is that when you need our services, your call won't be the one that receives a
delayed response.

Domenick Weaver is president of Alameda Firefighters IAFF Local 689.
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